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In this second cozy mystery series that started with You Cannoli Die Once, a chef and her cousins launch
their own investigation when a new sous chef turns up dead in their Italian restaurant.

When Chef Eve Angelotta’s grandmother, Maria Pia, is invited to join Belfiere, a secret all-female Italian
culinary society, Eve is concerned. Rumor has it that membership is lifelong—whether you like it or not. Eve
and her cousin Landon try to research Belfiere, but all they come up with is a two-year-old blog entry
warning against the two-hundred-year-old society that centers around meals inspired by famous female
poisoners.

Soon after, Eve’s new sous chef turns up dead just inside the front door of Miracolo, Eve’s restaurant. When
they discover the sous chef had connections to Belfiere, Eve and her Italian cousins start a mission to find
out what happened—before Maria Pia is made an offer she can’t refuse.
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From reader reviews:

Connie Griffin:

The actual book Basil Instinct will bring you to the new experience of reading any book. The author style to
describe the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book you just read, this book very acceptable to
you. The book Basil Instinct is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book from
the official web site, so you can more readily to read the book.

Judith Jordan:

Playing with family in the park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with good friends is thing that
usually you may have done when you have spare time, and then why you don't try matter that really opposite
from that. A single activity that make you not feeling tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller coaster you
have been ride on and with addition associated with. Even you love Basil Instinct, it is possible to enjoy
both. It is very good combination right, you still desire to miss it? What kind of hang type is it? Oh come on
its mind hangout fellas. What? Still don't understand it, oh come on its referred to as reading friends.

Mary Fleming:

Within this era which is the greater individual or who has ability in doing something more are more treasured
than other. Do you want to become one among it? It is just simple approach to have that. What you must do
is just spending your time almost no but quite enough to experience a look at some books. One of the books
in the top listing in your reading list is definitely Basil Instinct. This book that is certainly qualified as The
Hungry Hillsides can get you closer in turning out to be precious person. By looking upwards and review this
guide you can get many advantages.

Elaine Roberts:

A lot of book has printed but it is different. You can get it by world wide web on social media. You can
choose the top book for you, science, witty, novel, or whatever by simply searching from it. It is identified as
of book Basil Instinct. You can include your knowledge by it. Without departing the printed book, it could
add your knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most essential that, you must aware about guide.
It can bring you from one place to other place.
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